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Abstract
Shear wave elastography is a medical imaging modality in
which tissue elasticity is estimated by measuring the speed
of ultrasound-induced shear waves. This study aimed to
implement four shear wave generating pushes and compare
their performance according to chosen metrics.

The focused push, unfocused push, unfocused comb
push and line push were implemented on a Verasonics ul-
trasound system and tested on a polyvinyl alcohol phan-
tom. Shear wave propagation was imaged using angle-
compounded ultrafast imaging. Axial particle velocities
were estimated using a 2D autocorrelator and then cross-
correlated to obtain local shear wave speed estimates.

The focused push and line push were found to generate
shear waves with 1–3 times higher peak axial particle ve-
locity, implying better signal-to-noise ratios. The focused
push, unfocused push and line push were found to exhibit
areas 7mm wide around the pushing beams in which shear
wave speed cannot be estimated, whereas the unfocused
comb push has no such blind area.
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Sammanfattning
Jämförelse av trycksekvenser
för skjuvningsvågelastografi

Skjuvningsvågelastografi är en medicinsk avbildande moda-
litet där ultraljudspulser ger upphov till skjuvningsvågor,
vars utbredningshastighet mäts för att uppskatta vävna-
dens elasticitet. Målet med denna studie var att implemen-
tera fyra trycksekvenser för generering av skjuvningsvågor
och jämföra deras prestationer enligt valda kvalitetsmått.

Fokuserat tryck, ofokuserat tryck, ofokuserat kamtryck
och linjetryck implementerades på ett ultraljudssystem från
Verasonics och testades på en fantom av polyvinylalkohol.
Skjuvningsvågornas utbredning avbildades med vinkelsam-
mansatt ultrasnabbt ultraljud. Partiklars axiala hastigheter
uppskattades genom 2D-autokorrelation och korskorrelera-
des sedan för att uppskatta lokal skjuvningsvåghastighet.

Fokuserat tryck och linjetryck visades generera skjuv-
ningsvågor med 1–3 gånger snabbare högsta axiala partikel-
hastighet, vilket ger bättre signal-brusförhållande. Fokuse-
rat tryck, ofokuserat tryck och linjetryck visades ge upphov
till 7mm breda områden kring de tryckte områdena där
skjuvningsvåghastigheten inte kunde beräknas. Kamtryck
resulterade inte i något sådant blint område.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Ultrasound Imaging

Diagnostic ultrasound is a medical imaging modality that uses pressure waves in
the MHz range to image soft tissues.

Compared to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography
(CT), ultrasound imaging allows better temporal resolution and lower costs [1].
Furthermore, it lacks the ionising radiation inherent in CT.

Disadvantages of ultrasound imaging include poor penetration of bone and gases,
which restricts imaging of e.g. the brain and lungs, and comparatively poor spatial
resolution.

1.1.1 Ultrasound Imaging Basics

Ultrasound imaging is typically conducted using a piezoelectric material, which
converts electric charge to mechanical vibrations. Electric potential is used to excite
the piezoelectric transducer element, which in turn converts the electric energy to
a mechanical deformation of the material, thereby transferring a short ultrasonic
pressure pulse to the tissue.

The propagation of ultrasonic waves depends on the acoustic impedance Z of
the medium. At the interface between two tissues of different impedance, the wave
is reflected and refracted. Most tissues are naturally inhomogeneous and contain
local variations in impedance, which give rise to scatter reflections [1].

After transmission, the transducer is used to measure the reflected waves by
converting the mechanical vibrations back to an electric signal, the radio frequency
(RF) data, that is sampled and stored in a buffer. Finally, an image can be recon-
structed from the delays and amplitudes of the echoes.

The most simple form of ultrasound imaging is amplitude mode (A-mode), where
the echo amplitudes received after a single ultrasonic pulse are displayed as a func-
tion of depth. The depth from which an echo originates can be estimated from its
travel time and the expected speed of sound in the tissue.

1
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By repeating multiple A-mode measurements while sending and receiving pulses
along a line, a 2D visualisation of the reflecting structures can be obtained. The
result is called a brightness mode (B-mode) image, which adds a lateral dimension
to the axial A-mode image.

A typical transducer is the linear-array transducer, which contains a set of piezo-
electric elements arranged along a line. By emitting equally shaped pulses with dif-
ferent delays from each element, the pulses can be made to interfere constructively
around a desired depth. Such focusing improves the resolution of the image.

1.1.2 Artefacts

There are many error sources that contribute to non-anatomical structures appear-
ing in B-mode images. High-frequency noise present in the RF data can be reduced
through low-pass filtering. The remaining acquisition noise is insignificant com-
pared to scatter reflections from local inhomogeneities. The scatter reflections are
not considered noise, since they contribute useful information about tissue type and
allow tracking of tissue movement and deformation [1, 2].

Focusing an ultrasonic beam leads to constructive interference not only at the
focal point, but also along side lobes. Despite their lower amplitude, the reflec-
tions from side lobes can distort the reflected signal and lead to artefacts in the
reconstructed image.

Furthermore, ultrasonic waves are both reflected and refracted at tissue inter-
faces. When part of a wave is reflected at the transducer surface or any other
interface, it propagates back into the tissue. This second wave gives rise to re-
flections similar to those of the original wave, but with lower amplitudes, called
reverberations.

Highly reflecting interfaces or strongly attenuating structures also give rise to
shadowing artefacts. Since beams passing through such structures are highly atten-
uated, echoes from deeper structures appear weaker.

1.1.3 Ultrafast Imaging

In conventional B-mode ultrasound, a single line is reconstructed per transmission.
This serial reconstruction limits the frame rate, as the sound must travel multiple
times across the tissue for one image to be reconstructed. The best theoretically
achievable frame rate for a 128-line image at an imaging depth of 5 cm would be

fconventional = 1540ms−1

2× 5 cm× 128 ≈ 120Hz.

Advances in computer processing units have allowed for ultrafast imaging. To
construct a B-mode image using ultrafast imaging, a single plane wave is generated
by exciting all transducer elements simultaneously. Each line is reconstructed in
parallel from the same reflection data [3].
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Ultrafast imaging focuses the received beam during reconstruction, but not dur-
ing transmission. This implies that ultrafast imaging confers lower contrast and
resolution. However, the frame rate is greatly improved as it is no longer dependant
on the number of lines. Disregarding processing time, an image up to 5 cm deep
can be imaged at

fultrafast = 1540ms−1

2× 5 cm ≈ 15 kHz.

By sending tilted plane waves at different angles and averaging the results, a
trade-off is made between frame rate and image quality. It has been shown that
ultrafast imaging can increase the frame rate by a factor of 10 while maintaining
image quality similar to that of conventional B-mode imaging [4].

1.2 Shear Wave Elastography

Changes in stiffness of soft tissue are a sign of abnormalities. Therefore, techniques
capable of estimating stiffness or elasticity of tissue can contribute in the assessment
of various diseases. The mechanical properties of tissue are directly related to the
speed of waves propagating within the tissue [3]. Therefore, by measuring this
speed, the stiffness of the tissue, i.e. its elastic modulus, can be derived. In order
to do this, a perturbation needs to be induced in the tissue.

Techniques to induce tissue movement include external tissue compression [5],
external vibrations [6] and ultrasound [7].

The shear modulus varies widely among soft tissues [7] and therefore offers
a good index for discerning different tissues with different mechanical properties.
Based on this, a good way to determine stiffness is to induce a shear wave in the
tissue, estimate the shear wave speed and then calculate the shear wave modulus.

Focused or prolonged ultrasound beams can induce shear waves in tissue, trav-
elling orthogonal to the pushing beam. Since shear waves travel at the order of
1–10ms−1, whereas compressional waves, i.e. conventional ultrasound waves, travel
around 1500ms−1, compressional waves can be used to image the propagation of
shear waves [3]. Ultrafast imaging allows for sufficient frame rate for imaging of
shear wave propagation. Section 3.2 describes four different methods of inducing
shear waves using ultrasound.

1.2.1 Applications of Shear Wave Elastography

Shear wave elastography has proved useful in imaging several organs in clinical
settings, e.g. breast [8, 9], liver [10, 11] and kidney [12]. Application of shear
wave elastography to the brain [13] and carotid artery [14, 15] has also been shown
feasible.
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1.3 Ultrasound System Hardware

An ultrasound system from Verasonics (Verasonics, Inc., Redmond, WA) was used
to implement the pushing sequences. The Verasonics system allows programming
of custom acquisition sequences. It supports 256 transmitting and 128 receiving
channels, each individually programmable.

A brief overview of the hardware architecture and programming interface of the
Verasonics system will be given in this section. For a more thorough description,
see the Verasonics sequence programming manual [16].

The Verasonics system consists of two parts: dedicated hardware, the Verasonics
data acquisition system, as well as a software program running on a host computer.
The purpose of the hardware is to transmit and acquire ultrasound pulses. The
signal is then compressed before transfer to the host computer. All beamforming
and further processing is done in the software.

1.3.1 Verasonics Hardware Architecture

The components of the data acquisition system can be seen in Figure 1.1 [16]. The
scanhead interface is connected to the transducer. The acquisition modules are
responsible for transmitting and receiving ultrasound on each channel. Received
RF data is stored in the local memory of these modules.

The data acquisition system is connected to the host computer through a PCI
cable, which is routed to the acquisition modules through the back plane. The
transmit power controller supplies appropriate voltage levels to the system. The
voltages used for ultrasound transmission can be set by the software.

To transmit a pulse, the waveform generators in the acquisition modules re-
ceive waveform parameters from the set-up script. Those waves are amplified and
transmitted through the scanhead interface. In receiving modes, the RF data is
processed by the acquisition modules as follows:

1. Time-gain control. The signal is amplified depending on its depth, which
compensates for ultrasound attenuation.

2. A/D conversion.

3. Low-pass filtering.

4. Band-pass filtering to match the transducer bandwidth.

5. Apodization.

The RF data is then stored in local memory on the acquisition modules.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the hardware components of the Verasonics data
acquisition system. [16]

1.3.2 Verasonics Programming Interface

A sequence of pushing, imaging and reconstruction is implemented in a set-up file
written in the Matlab programming language. The set-up file defines a number of
data structures, as described below and summarised in Table 1.1.

The central data structure is Events, which contains a list of commands. When
the program is running, these events are processed sequentially. Each event refer-
ences one or more structures for transmission, receiving, reconstruction, processing
or flow control.

Each transmission structure (TX) contains the delays and apodization for each
transducer elements, as well as a reference to a transmission waveform structure
(TW). The waveform is determined by four parameters: centre frequency, duty cycle
of the transmit driver, pulse length and polarity. When an event references a trans-
mission structure, the transducer elements are excited in the manner described by
that transmission structure.

The receiving structures (Receive) describe which parts of the echoes are recorded,
where the data is stored and how the RF data is processed before storage. When
an event references a receiving structure, the echoes received by the transducer are
recorded.

The reconstruction structures (Recon) describe the memory locations of both
the RF data to be reconstructed and the reconstructed images. Each Recon struc-
ture is associated with a set of ReconInfo structures, which specify the transmission
and receive structures used to record data. The ReconInfo structures also spec-
ifies whether to reconstruct in-phase & quadrature (IQ) data or B-mode images.
The data is reconstructed when an event referencing a reconstruction structure is
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Table 1.1: Summary of data structures used by the Verasonics system.

Structure Description
Events Sequence of events to process when running.
TX Transmission descriptions, including delays and

apodization.
TW Transmission wave forms.
Receive RF receiving details.
Recon Reconstruction instructions, including which data to

reconstruct.
ReconInfo Reconstruction info, describing the type of reconstruc-

tion.
Process Data processing, such as image display and shear wave

elastography calculations.
SeqControl Sequence control to create loops and delays in the

event sequence, as well as other miscellaneous actions.
Resources System constants and sizes of data buffers.
Trans Transducer type and description.
SFormat Geometry of the scanned areas.
PData Geometry of the reconstructed areas.
TPC Properties of the different transmit power profiles.

reached.
The processing structures (Process) can be used to run custom functions work-

ing on RF, IQ or B-mode data. Further, built-in functions can display B-mode
images or perform Doppler calculations.

Finally, events can reference sequence control structures (SeqControl). These
contain a variety of commands, including jumping to another event in the list, in-
troducing delays, synchronizing the software and hardware sequencers, transmitting
data from the Verasonics hardware to the host computer and changing power supply.

The set-up file also contains global variables that are not directly referenced
in the event sequence. Resources.Parameters defines general system parameters,
such as the assumed speed of sound and what hardware connector to use. The
rest of Resources describes the dimensions of the buffers that hold RF, IQ and
B-mode data. Trans contains the transducer properties. The scan format structure
(SFormat) describes the geometry of the area to be scanned and the pixel data
structure (PData) describes the geometry of the area to be reconstructed.

The Verasonics system contains a second power supply that is better adapted for
long pushing sequences. The properties of the different power supplies, such as the
maximum allowed voltages, are defined in the transmit power controller structure
(TPC).

The event sequence in the set-up script produced for this work consisted of the
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following steps:

1. The transmit power controller was set to use the power supply adapted for
long pushing sequences.

2. A period of plane-wave imaging recorded the initial state of the phantom.

3. Waves were transmitted according to one of the pushing sequences described
in Section 3.2 in order to generate shear waves.

4. A period of plane-wave imaging recorded the shear wave propagation.

5. The recorded RF data, from both imaging periods, was transferred to the host
computer.

6. RF data was transformed into IQ data.

7. The external function that estimated shear wave velocity was called with the
IQ data as input.

8. Processing continued at step 2.

The code can be viewed in Appendix B.





Chapter 2

Purpose

The purpose of the present work was to implement a shear wave imaging system
and use it to compare the performance of four different pushing sequences according
to chosen metrics.

9





Chapter 3

Methods

Four different pushing sequences were implemented and tested on a phantom. The
results were processed in order to obtain shear wave velocity maps, and compared
using selected quality metrics.

3.1 Phantom Construction
A phantom was constructed of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). PVA is a gel that can be
processed to obtain properties similar to those of soft tissue, in particular ultrasound
wave speed and attenuation [17] and shear wave speed [18]. When exposed to
repeated cycles of freezing and thawing, PVA becomes stiffer.

The phantom was made from 10% PVA, 3% graphite and 87% water by mass.
Each freezing or thawing period was 12h long. The phantom was frozen and thawed
at temperatures of −23 ◦C and 20 ◦C, respectively. Part of the phantom was exposed
to two freeze-thaw cycles and part to five cycles in order to obtain two large volumes
of different stiffness.

The phantom was shaped as an elliptical cylinder 6 cm with major diameter
13.5 cm and minor diameter 8.5 cm. A photo of the phantom can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.1.

Two regions of the phantom were used to test the pushing sequences: one ho-
mogeneous and one heterogeneous. The homogeneous region consisted entirely of
PVA that had been exposed to two freeze-thaw cycles. The heterogeneous region
included an interface between the two-cycle region and five-cycle region.

Figure 3.2 shows actual B-mode images of the two regions of the phantom used
in this study.

11
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Figure 3.1: Photos of the phantom outside of its container. In the lower
picture, the right part of the phantom is stiffer than the left part.

Figure 3.2: B-mode images of the homogeneous and heterogeneous re-
gions of the phantom used in this study. The two images were obtained
by positioning the transducer on the top of the phantom along the long
diameter on each side of the short diameter. It is difficult to distinguish
the interface between the soft and stiff regions in the heterogeneous
region (right).
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3.2 Pushing Sequences
Several ways of generating shear waves using acoustic radiation force impulses have
been published [7, 19–21]. Four different pushing sequences were considered in this
comparison:

1. single push

2. unfocused beam

3. unfocused comb push

4. line push

A linear array L7-4 transducer with a center frequency of 5MHz was used. For
all pushes, a peak-to-peak voltage of 180V was applied.

3.2.1 Single Push

Ultrasound-induced shear waves have been generated through single focused pushes
[7]. In order to implement this approach, the transducer elements were electronically
delayed such that the ultrasound beam was focused at a single point. The waveform
consisted of a 96 µs (480 cycles) pulse at a centre frequency of 5MHz.

Due to hardware limitations, only the central 110 transducer elements were
used for transmission, while the remaining 18 were inactive. The active elements
were apodized using a Hamming window, which has been shown to provide a good
trade-off between aperture sensitivity and artefact suppression [22].

The only input parameter for this push sequence was the focal position, which
was centered laterally on the transducer. The focal depth was set to 15.4mm (50
wavelengths).

The delays and apodization of the transducer elements for the single push can
be seen in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2 Unfocused Beam

Unfocused ultrasound beams have been successfully used for shear wave generation
[19]. Elements in a small aperture were excited to emit an extended pulse, without
any delays on the individual elements.

In this experiment, the 12 central elements were active for 96 µs at 5MHz. All
other elements remained inactive, and no apodization was used.

This pushing sequence could be calibrated by changing the size and position of
the aperture, as well as the length of the pulse. In order to obtain a setup similar
to that of previous experiments [19], twelve central elements were used. The pulse
length was limited to 96 µs due to hardware constraints.

The active elements can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Apodization and delay of each element in the “single push”
pushing sequence.

Figure 3.4: Apodization and delay of each element in the “unfocused
beam” pushing sequence.

3.2.3 Unfocused Comb-Push

Using multiple, evenly spaced apertures to transmit unfocused beams simultane-
ously results in a “comb–push” [20]. Such a pushing sequence generates multiple
shear waves and subsequent interference between those shear waves.

The number of apertures (teeth) and their widths, as well as the lengths of the
pulses, were input parameters for this pushing sequence. In this study, a 4-tooth
comb push with aperture size of twelve elements was used, as shown in Figure 3.5.
As with the unfocused push, a 5MHz 96 µs pulse was used.

3.2.4 Line Push

By conducting several successive focused pushes along a line, multiple constructively
interfering shear waves can be generated. This pushing sequence has been called
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Figure 3.5: Apodization and delay of each element in the “unfocused
comb-push” pushing sequence.

“supersonic” due to the fact that the shear wave source, i.e. the focal points, moves
faster than the shear wave propagation speed [21].

Since the speed of the shear wave source is higher than the shear wave speed
in the medium, quasiplane shear waves appear in the shape of a mach cone. Each
quasiplane is a superposition of multiple shear waves, which means that the particle
displacement is stronger than when using a single focused push.

First, an assumption is made about the initial shear wave speed in the tissue.
Then, given the depth of the first push, the pulse repetition frequency and the de-
sired angle of the mach cone, the depths of the subsequent pushes can be calculated.

For this study, a pushing pulse repetition period of 0.2ms was used, and the
average shear wave speed of the phantom was assumed to be 4ms−1. In order to
obtain a 45° (half-angle) mach cone, i.e. a speed of Mach

√
2, the source had to be

moved by 1.1mm per pulse:

0.2ms× 4ms−1 ×
√

2 ≈ 1.1mm

The input parameters for this pushing sequence are the pushing pulse repetition
frequency, desired mach cone angle, number of pulses, starting push depth, and the
length of each pulse. In this experiment, seven pulses and a pulse length of 96 µs
were used. The starting depth was 15.4mm (50wavelengths).

A Hamming window was used for apodization. The transducer delays used to
obtain the calculated focuses for each depth are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Apodization and delay of each element in the line push.
Each of the seven focused pushes has different delays, shown here in
different colours. The blue series represents the first push.

3.3 Plane-Wave Imaging
The width of the used transducer was 38mm. Thus, a shear wave propagating
at 3ms−1 originating from the center of the transducer would pass through the
imaging area in approximately 6ms.

In order to image the propagation of the generated shear waves, each pushing se-
quence was imaged using ultrafast plane wave imaging, as described in Section 1.1.3.
Plane wave images were transmitted at a pulse repetition frequency of 10 kHz. For
each plane wave, the entire transducer region was insonified.

All plane wave transmission pulses were one cycle at a center frequency of 5MHz.
The plane waves were not apodized.

3.3.1 Angular Compounding
As explained in Section 1.1.3, angular compounding is needed to compensate for the
loss in resolution caused by ultrafast imaging. The plane waves were transmitted at
three different angles: −8°, 0° and 8°. The first plane wave was tilted at −8°, the
second was not tilted, and the third was tilted at 8°. The fourth plane wave was
again tilted at −8°, and so on.

The angled plane waves were generated by delaying the transducer elements
linearly. The delays and apodization can be seen in Figure 3.7. In post-processing,
the results were averaged in order to improve image quality by reducing several
types of acoustic artefacts, as will be described in Section 3.4.1 [23].
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Figure 3.7: Apodization and delay of each element for the plane wave
images at different angles: −8° (blue), 0° (green) and 8° (red).

3.4 Post-Processing

After the IQ data had been reconstructed by the Verasonics system for each B-mode
acquisition, it was used to calculate the local shear wave speed at each pixel in a
selected region of interest (ROI). Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the signal path.

3.4.1 Angular Compounding

IQ data was obtained from three different angles. This data was subsequently
averaged using a third-order moving-average filter across frames, as illustrated by
Figure 3.9 [23]. Thus, each averaged frame was the mean of three original frames
from different angles. Each original frame contributed to three averaged frames.
The implemented code can be seen in appendix A.1.

3.4.2 Velocity Estimation

In pulsed doppler imaging, the axial velocity of the blood can be estimated from
the frequencies of the received and transmitted echoes. The axial particle velocity
is proportional to the ratio of the doppler frequency—the difference between the
received and transmitted frequencies—to the transmitted frequency [25]:

v̄ ∝ f̄doppler
f0

A computationally efficient algorithm for estimating the ratio is known as the 1D
autocorrelator and was suggested in [26]. The adaption of the algorithm contributed
to a breakthrough in real-time doppler systems [25]. The algorithm is considered
to be “one-dimensional” since the dimensionality of the IQ data was reduced by
integrating first in the axial direction and then along the time axis.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the signal path from the IQ data to the esti-
mated map of local shear wave speed. The type of data is examplified
by the images to the right.
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· · ·

Figure 3.9: Visualization of angular compounding: three frames of the
original IQ data are averaged into one processed frame. Each box rep-
resents IQ data.

Following later advances in processor capabilities, a 2D autocorrelator, which
took better advantage of the dimensionality of the data, was suggested [27]. For this
project, the 2D autocorrelator was implemented to estimate the local axial particle
velocity. Equation 3.1 shows the final expression for the axial velocity v.

v = c

2
ts
Ts

tan−1
{∑M−1

m=0

∑N−2
n=0 (Q(m,n)I(m,n+1)−I(m,n)Q(m,n+1))∑M−1

m=0

∑N−2
n=0 (I(m,n)I(m,n+1)+Q(m,n)Q(m,n+1))

}
2πfdem + tan−1

{∑M−1
m=0

∑N−2
n=0 (Q(m,n)I(m+1,n)−I(m,n)Q(m+1,n))∑M−1

m=0

∑N−2
n=0 (I(m,n)I(m+1,n)+Q(m,n)Q(m+1,n))

} (3.1)

I and Q denote the IQ matrices, respectively, containing IQ data fromM differ-
ent depths and N different frames, with the lateral position held constant. In this
study, M = 5 (0.77mm) and N = 5 (0.5ms).

c denotes the speed of sound in the medium (assumed to be 1540ms−1), ts the
sampling period of the RF signal (50ns), Ts the pulse repetition frequency of the
plane-waves (100 µs) and fdem the number of wavelengths of the centre frequency
per RF sample (1/4).

The code can be viewed in Appendix A.2.

3.4.3 Directional Filtering

Destructive interference caused by reflected and refracted shear waves can degrade
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the axial velocity map [28]. In order to suppress
such effects, the data was directionally filtered. Directional filtering is especially im-
portant for the unfocused comb-push (Section 3.2.3), in which shear waves travelling
in both directions overlap.

The axial velocity data, which is a function of lateral and axial position as well
as time, was sliced along the axial dimension, as shown in Figure 3.10. This resulted
in 256 — the number of depth pixels — 2D matrices, functions of lateral position
and time, which were filtered separately.
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axial
position

lateral
position

time

slice

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Diagram of a slice from the 3D matrix of axial velocity
data. (b) Lateral-temporal slices of the axial velocity of four propagat-
ing shear waves at depth 308mm before and after directional filtering.
The unfocused comb-push (Section 3.2.3) was used in this case.

×DFT IDFT

axial velocity spectral data

mask

axial velocityspectral data

Figure 3.11: Diagram of the directional filter. The axial velocity at a
fixed depth (Figure 3.10a) is represented in the wavenumber-frequency
domain using a 2D discrete Fourier transform. Quadrants correspond-
ing to negative shear wave speed are removed by multiplication with
a bit mask. After inverse transformation, the filtered axial velocity is
obtained.

The 2D discrete Fourier transform of a lateral-temporal slice can be written as a
function of wavenumber k and angular frequency ω with the phase velocity c = ω/k
[29]. Therefore, the energy of the right-propagating shear waves lies in the first and
third quadrants of the spectrum, where c > 0, whereas that of the left-propagating
shear waves lies in the second and fourth quadrants, where c < 0.

The directional filtering was accomplished by keeping only the desired quad-
rants in the wavenumber-frequency matrix for each slice, followed by inverse trans-
formation to the spatio-temporal domain [29]. Figure 3.11 illustrates the filtering
procedure and demonstrates how waves propagating in one direction are removed.
The code can be seen in Appendix A.3.
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3.4.4 Speed Estimation
In order to estimate the shear wave speed at a target pixel, two reference pixels were
chosen. By comparing the time-dependent axial velocity between the two reference
pixels, the time taken for the shear wave to travel between them could be estimated.
The average shear wave speed between the reference pixels was calculated from that
period, and taken as the local shear wave speed at the target pixel [8].

The reference pixels were chosen at the same depth as the target pixel and three
pixels away in each lateral direction. They were thus spaced by six pixels (1.8mm).
Figure 3.12a shows example positions of a target pixel along with its reference pixels.

A shear wave propagating in the lateral direction would reach one of the reference
pixels first. The time-dependent axial velocity function at each reference pixel
was interpolated by a factor of 5 using cubic interpolation to increase the sample
frequency. Figure 3.12b shows the resulting axial velocities of two such reference
pixels. The shear wave propagation and attenuation can be seen in the figure.

The two interpolated axial velocity functions were windowed with a symmetric
Hann window in order to reduce the effects of discontinuities at the first and last
frames. The cross-correlation of the resulting functions was calculated. For compu-
tational efficiency, only delays that would result in shear wave speeds above 1ms−1

were considered in the calculation.
Figure 3.12c shows an example of cross-correlation between the axial velocities

at two reference pixels. The delay that yielded the largest cross-correlation was
considered the time taken for the shear wave to travel between the reference points
and denoted ∆t.

A 2D matrix with a ∆t estimation at every pixel was obtained. A 3× 3 median
filter was applied to the matrix in order to mitigate the effects of outliers. Local
shear wave speed was finally estimated at each pixel according to:

shear wave speed = distance travelled
time taken = 2.4mm

∆t
The shear wave speed estimation code can be seen in Appendix A.4.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.12: Shear wave speed estimation. (a) At a pixel of interest
(red circle), two surrounding pixels (green and blue) at the same depth
were considered. (b) Their time-dependent axial velocities showed the
shear wave propagation between the two points. (c) The propagation
time, and thereby speed, was estimated from their cross-correlation.

target pixel

Identify
reference
pixels

Interpolate
ax. vel.

Interpolate
ax. vel.

Window
ax. vel.

Window
ax. vel.

Cross-
correlate

Find delay
giving best
correlation

shear wave speed

Figure 3.13: Flowchart of the speed estimation algorithm for a single
pixel. The axial velocities at each reference pixel (green and blue in
Figure 3.12a) are interpolated and windowed, and then cross-correlated.
The best delay gives the shear wave travel time, from which the shear
wave speed is calculated. This process is repeated for every pixel.
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3.5 Quality Metrics
Each of the four pushing sequences was tested on one homogeneous and one het-
erogeneous region of the phantom, as described in Section 3.1. The transducer was
mounted on a stand and was not moved between the different pushing sequences.

Quality metrics were chosen to allow for quantitative comparison of the different
pushing sequences. The metrics and their implementations are described in this
section.

3.5.1 Peak Axial Velocity
As an intermediate step in the shear wave velocity estimation, the axial particle
velocity as a function of space and time, vax(x, y, t), was calculated. From this
data, the peak axial velocity at each pixel was obtained. The mean peak axial
velocity, as shown in equation 3.2, was used as a metric.

maximal axial velocity = 1
#pixels

∑
x,y

max
t
vax(x, y, t) (3.2)

3.5.2 Shear Wave Speed Distribution
In the homogeneous phantom region, one ROI was chosen at an axial and lateral
position in which the results of all pushing sequences were applicable.

The ROI covered 6.2mm (20 wavelengths) axially, starting at a depth of 12.3mm
(40 wavelengths), and 6.2mm laterally, starting 6.2mm from the center of the trans-
ducer. Its location can be seen in Figure 3.14a.

The mean and standard deviation of the shear wave speed in the ROI were
estimated using the algorithm described in Section 3.4.

3.5.3 Blind Area Width
Shear waves are absent in the pushing region for the single push, unfocused beam
and line push, resulting in a blind area in which the shear wave speed cannot be
estimated.

For estimation of the blind area width, a new ROI was constructed from the one
previously described by keeping the same axial limits but extending it in the lateral
direction to cover the area from the centre of the transducer to the right edge. The
blind area ROI can be seen in Figure 3.14b.

The estimated shear wave speed v(x, y) at each pixel in the new ROI was com-
pared to the mean shear wave speed v̄ in the original ROI. Each pixel was considered
to be part of the blind area if its local speed differed from the mean speed by more
than 30%, as shown by the visibility matrix A in equation 3.3.

A(x, y) =
{

1 if |v̄ − v(x, y)| ≤ 0.3v̄
0 if |v̄ − v(x, y)| > 0.3v̄

(3.3)
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: B-mode image of the phantom with both (a) the ROI for
peak axial velocity and shear wave speed estimations and (b) the ROI
for blind area width estimations.

A was summed in the axial direction, resulting in a lateral visibility function
B(x) representing the number of non-blind pixels at each lateral position, as shown
in equation 3.4.

B(x) =
∑

y

A(x, y) (3.4)

The half maximum of the lateral visibility function B was considered the edge
of the blind area.



Chapter 4

Results

This chapter lists the results of the chosen metrics as applied to the four pushing
sequences, as well as the intermediate results obtained in the processing.

Table 4.1 summarises the results of the metrics described in Section 3.5. The
measured shear wave velocities in the homogeneous phantom are very similar, as
opposed to those in the heterogeneous phantom. The widths of the blind areas were
similar for the single push, unfocused push and line push. The blind area was zero
for the unfocused comb push due to the propagation of shear waves in the ROI.

For the peak axial velocities (PAVs), there is a clear difference between focused
and unfocused pushing sequences.

Table 4.1: Results of the chosen metrics applied on the four pushing
sequences. Standard deviations are listed for mean shear wave velocities.

SWV (hom.) SWV (het.) Blind width PAV
ms−1 ms−1 mm mms−1

Single push 3.3± 0.2 6.1± 1.0 6.3 2.69
Unfocused 3.2± 0.3 5.9± 1.7 6.6 0.79
Comb push 3.3± 0.4 6.8± 3.1 0.0 1.30
Line push 3.3± 0.3 5.7± 1.2 7.5 3.20
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4.1 Peak Axial Particle Velocity
The axial particle velocity is used to track shear wave propagation. The higher
the peak axial particle velocity (as defined in Section 3.5.1), the simpler it is to
recognise the shear wave. As such, the peak axial velocity is proportional to the
SNR. Figure 4.1 shows the peak axial velocity, averaged in the axial direction, at
each lateral position in the ROI.

In the focused push, unfocused push and line push, the shear waves originate
from x = 0mm. As they travel farther from origin, shear wave attenuation and
dispersion cause the peak axial velocity to decrease.

One of the pushing regions of the comb push was centered at x = 5.7mm. The
reason for the lateral maximum in peak axial velocity to lie at x = 8mm is caused
by the fact that the shear wave cannot be reliably detected close to the pushing
region. The shear wave contributing to the peak axial velocity left of x = 8mm
originates even farther to the left. Since the directionally filtered axial velocity map
was used to generate these plots, the shear waves moving from right to left in the
comb push do not contribute.

The mean peak axial velocities within the entire ROI were (1.74± 0.60)mms−1,
(0.51± 0.14)mms−1, (0.85± 0.30)mms−1, (2.08± 0.63)mms−1 for the focused,
unfocused, comb- and line-push respectively, as seen in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Mean fastest axial velocity in the ROI as a function of lateral
distance.
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4.2 Axial Velocity Maps
Axial particle velocity is a function of three variables: depth, lateral position and
time. Figure 4.2 shows the axial velocity after 0.1ms with a common colour scale,
so that the images can be directly compared.

It can be seen that the focused push and line push offer higher peaks in their
axial velocity maps. The shear waves generated by the unfocused push and comb
push, on the other hand, are more uniform in the axial direction.

Figure 4.3 visualises the axial velocity as four frames of a movie, with colour
scales adapted to each pushing sequence for better clarity. The right half of the
transducer is shown for the entire recorded depth. The shear wave propagation as
well as the different shear wave shapes can be seen.

Another visualisation of the axial velocity map is obtained by plotting the axial
velocity at chosen depths as a function of lateral position and time. Figure 4.4
shows such an axial slice. The shear wave speed can be estimated by measuring the
angles of the lines present in the axial slice with respect to the time axis.

Figure 4.5 shows axial slices of the axial velocity at the same points in the
heterogeneous phantom. As shown in Figure 3.2, two media are separated by an
interface at 5–7mm in the lateral direction. The difference in shear wave speed
between the media can be seen in the figure, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Finally,
the result of the directional filtering in the left-to-right direction can be seen in
Figure 4.7.

Focused push Unfocused Comb push Line push

Figure 4.2: Axial velocity map after 0.1ms for each pushing sequence
in the homogeneous phantom region. The colour intensity scale is the
same for all sequences.
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t = 0.1ms t = 0.6ms t = 1.1ms t = 1.6ms

Focused
push

Unfocused

Comb push

Line push

Figure 4.3: Axial particle velocity as a function of depth and lateral
position in the homogeneous phantom region. For each pushing se-
quence, the axial velocity is shown after 0.1ms, 0.6ms, 1.1ms and
1.6ms. Colours are normalised such that maps from the same push-
ing sequence can be compared.
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7.7mm deep 12.8mm deep 18.0mm deep 23.1mm deep

Focused
push

Unfocused

Comb push

Line push

Figure 4.4: Axial particle velocity as a function of lateral position and
time in the homogeneous phantom region. For each pushing sequence,
the axial velocity is shown at four different depths. Pixel intensities
are normalised such that maps from the same pushing sequence can be
compared. The shear wave speed of the phantom can be measured from
the angle of the lines with respect to the time axis.
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7.7mm deep 12.8mm deep 18.0mm deep 23.1mm deep

Focused
push

Unfocused

Comb push

Line push

Figure 4.5: Axial particle velocity in the heterogeneous phantom as a
function of lateral position and time. For each pushing sequence, the
left-to-right directionally filtered axial velocity is shown at four different
depths. Pixel intensities are normalised such that maps from the same
pushing sequence can be compared. The change in shear wave speed
around 5–7mm can be observed, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Axial particle velocities as generated by the unfocused comb
push at depth 12.8mm, in the homogeneous (left) and heterogeneous
(right) phantoms. The bright diagonal lines represent shear waves trav-
elling laterally. The mean shear wave velocity in the phantom can be
estimated from the angle between the shear wave propagation lines (red
lines) and the time axis. The angle, and shear wave speed, changes at
5mm in the heterogeneous slice, which is where the interface between
the two media lies.
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7.7mm deep 12.8mm deep 18.0mm deep 23.1mm deep

Focused
push

Unfocused

Comb push

Line push

Figure 4.7: Axial particle velocity as a function of lateral position and
time in the homogeneous phantom region. For each pushing sequence,
the axial velocity is shown at four different depths. Pixel intensities
are normalised such that maps from the same pushing sequence can be
compared.
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4.3 Shear Wave Velocity Maps
Figure 4.8 shows the estimated shear wave velocity at each pixel in the homogeneous
phantom on the right half of the transducer. The ROI used for evaluation of shear
wave speed distribution and peak axial velocity, as described in Section 3.5, is
indicated by a rectangle. The values along the left and deep edges fluctuate heavily
since they lie outside the imageable area.

A zoomed-in image of the ROI can be seen in Figure 4.9. The estimated
mean and standard deviation of the shear wave velocity within the ROIs were
(3.3± 0.2)ms−1, (3.2± 0.3)ms−1, (3.3± 0.4)ms−1 and (3.3± 0.3)ms−1 for the
focused, unfocused, comb and line push respectively, as seen in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.10 shows the estimated shear wave velocity for the heterogeneous part
of the phantom. Mean and standard deviation of the estimated shear wave velocity
was calculated in a ROI chosen to lie entirely within the stiff part of the phantom,
marked in the figure. The estimated values were (6.1± 1.0)ms−1, (5.9± 1.7)ms−1,
(6.8± 3.1)ms−1 and (5.7± 1.2)ms−1 for the focused, unfocused, comb and line
push respectively, as seen in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Estimated shear wave velocity in m s−1 for the different
pushing sequences in the homogeneous phantom region. The ROI is
indicated by a rectangle.
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Figure 4.9: Estimated shear wave velocity in m s−1 in the ROI of the
homogeneous phantom region indicated in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: Upper: Estimated shear wave velocity in m s−1 in the entire
right side of the heterogeneous (het) phantom. The shear wave speed
is higher in the region to the right. Lower: B-mode image of the same
area. The interface between the two media is visible as a bright vertical
line located at 5–8mm on the lateral axis.
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4.4 Blind Areas
It is clear from the shear wave velocity maps in Figure 4.8 that the focused, unfo-
cused and line push exhibited blind areas in which the shear wave velocity could
not be estimated. Figure 4.11 shows the results of the blind area width estimation
algorithm, as described in Section 3.5.3.

The estimated blind area widths were 6.3mm, 6.6mm and 7.5mm for the fo-
cused, unfocused and line push respectively, as seen in Table 4.1. The comb push
did not give rise to any blind area around its pushing regions.
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Figure 4.11: Estimation of the blind area width. The first row shows
the estimated shear wave velocities. The second row indicates which
values are within the validity threshold (red) and outside (blue). The
third row shows the proportion of valid pixels at each lateral position.
The half-maximum points of the latter are used to determine the limits
of the blind areas.
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Discussion

All the pushing sequences implemented in this study performed similarly concerning
the shear wave speed estimation.

It has been shown that the two pushing sequences involving focusing, the fo-
cused push and line push, gave rise to shear waves with 1–3 times faster peak axial
velocity (Figure 4.1). Since the peak axial velocity map is used to track shear waves
in this implementation, this implies higher SNRs. Although shear wave attenua-
tion was not a limiting factor for shear wave speed estimation in this experiment
(Figure 4.11), higher peak axial velocities allow for farther travel and more robust
tracking of the shear waves. The single push and line push yield lower shear wave
speed standard deviations in the heterogeneous region of the phantom, which further
supports their higher SNRs.

The comb push has been shown not to exhibit blind areas around the pushing
regions. The widths of the blind areas of the focused push, unfocused push and line
push were similar (Figure 4.11). Without a blind area, the entire shear wave speed
map can be reconstructed from a single pushing sequence, leading to higher frame
rates.

The mechanical index (MI), which depends on the peak negative pressure and
centre frequency, is commonly used to quantify the possible bio-effects of ultrasound.
Although not studied in this set-up, the unfocused push and comb push have been
shown exhibit lower MI than the focused push [19]. This is partly because the
pushing beams are not focused in one spot, which spreads the negative pressure,
and because less total power is transferred to the tissue due to the small aperture.
Additionally, the peak axial velocity of the unfocused pushes varies less with depth
(Figure 4.3).

Furthermore, use of the line push requires space in the axial direction, since
several progressively deeper focal points are needed. This makes it unfit for some
clinical applications, such as shear wave imaging of the carotid artery. In healthy
patients, the intimia-media thickness of the common carotid artery does not exceed
1mm [30], but the line push used in this study required a thickness of 7mm.
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5.1 Limitations
Several algorithms have been published for the detection of local shear wave speed
from the axial velocity maps [31]. Implementing another algorithm could have
resulted in smoother and more robust shear wave speed estimations. Comparing
such algorithms was beyond the scope of this project.

The different pushing sequences give rise to different peak axial velocities, and
thereby different SNRs. This difference indicates that the optimal reconstruction
parameters would depend on the pushing sequence used. However, identical algo-
rithms were used for all sequences. Therefore, the reconstruction parameters were
not optimal for all pushing sequences.

The focused push, unfocused push and line push induce two shear wave which
do not intersect, but the comb push gives rise to multiple shear waves such that
waves in both directions will traverse almost the entire imaging area. One way of
improving the performance of the comb push would be to average the results of
both the left-to-right and right-to-left directional filters. In this study, only one of
the filters was used.

Although four pushing sequences were included in the present study, others
have been published. One novel pushing sequence not included in this study is the
focused comb push, which combines the main advantages of the focused push and
the unfocused comb push [32].

The choice of sequence parameters also limits the applicability of the results.
As an example, using a different tooth geometry for the comb push would have
resulted in different shear wave configurations, which could have lead to better or
worse performance. Finding optimal sequence parameters was outside the scope of
this study, and as such some arbitrary choices had to be made.

The measured shear wave speeds in the stiff part of the heterogeneous region of
the phantom (Figure 4.10) have high variance. This is likely caused by the cross-
correlation algorithm for time-dependant axial velocity. Attenuation and frequency
dispersion seem to have led to poor performance when cross-correlating axial veloc-
ities.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

• A shear wave imaging system was implemented. Four different pushing se-
quences were implemented: focused push, unfocused push, unfocused comb
push and line push. The system imaged shear wave propagation using angle-
compounded ultrafast imaging and estimated local shear wave speed. The
pushing sequences were tested on a PVA phantom and their performance was
compared according to chosen metrics.

• The peak axial velocities of the focused push and line push exceeded those of
the unfocused push and comb push. Therefore, the former pushing sequences
suffer less from shear wave attenuation, can be used to image larger areas and
can be tracked more accurately.

• It was also shown that the comb push does not lead to blind areas in the
regions surrounding the pushing beams, meaning that the local shear wave
velocity can be estimated everywhere in the insonified area. The focused
push, unfocused push and line push, on the other hand, do give rise to blind
areas and cannot yield full elasticity maps from a single imaging sequence.
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Appendix A

Code for Processing

A.1 Angle Compounding
% COLLAPSE_ANGLE_IQ
%
% IQ = collapse_angle_IQ( IQ_raw, num_angles )
%
% This function processes angle-compounded IQ data.
% A moving average across all frames is returned.

function IQ = collapse_angle_IQ( IQ_raw, num_angles )
IQ = nan( size(IQ_raw) - [0 0 num_angles-1] ); % pre-allocate
for frame = 1:size(IQ,3)

IQ(:,:,frame) = mean( IQ_raw(:,:,frame:frame+num_angles-1), 3 );
end

end

Listing 1: Code in collapse_angle_IQ.m: Angle Compounding.

A.2 Loupas’ 2D Correlator
% EST_AXVEL_LOUPAS axial velocity estimation using Loupas’ 2D autocorrelator
%
% est_axvel_loupas( IQ, ROI_ax, ROI_lat, ROI_fr );
%
% IQ: The complex IQ data.
% ROI_ax, ROI_lat, ROI_fr: The coordinates of the region-of-interest cuboid.
%
% axvel = est_axvel_loupas( ... )
% Returns local axial particle velocity, using Loupas’ 2D autocorrelator.
%
% TODO: center all averages; the values are currently displaced by [M N]/2.
function res = est_axvel_loupas( IQ, ROI_ax, ROI_lat, ROI_fr )

% Reconstruction parameters
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M = 5; % range gate length (ax)
N = 5; % ensemble length (fr)

% Default ROI

if nargin < 2, ROI_ax = 40:1:size(IQ,1)-M; end
if nargin < 3, ROI_lat = 1:1:size(IQ,2); end
if nargin < 4, ROI_fr = 15:1:size(IQ,3)-N; end

% Acquisition parameters

c = 1540;
fc = 5e6;
ts = 1/(4*5e6); % RF sampling interval (TODO correct?)
Ts = 1/1e4; % 1/SWE.imaging_PRF
fdem = 1/2; % TODO

% Calculation

IQaxfrlat = permute( IQ, [1 3 2] ); % for more convenient access
res = zeros(length(ROI_ax),length(ROI_lat),length(ROI_fr));
for ax_i = 1:length(ROI_ax)

ax = ROI_ax(ax_i);
for fr_i = 1:length(ROI_fr)

fr = ROI_fr(fr_i);
I = real( IQaxfrlat( ax:ax+M-1, fr:fr+N-1, ROI_lat ) );
Q = imag( IQaxfrlat( ax:ax+M-1, fr:fr+N-1, ROI_lat ) );
uu = Q(1:M,1:N-1,:).*I(1:M,2:N,:) - I(1:M,1:N-1,:).*Q(1:M,2:N,:);
ud = I(1:M,1:N-1,:).*I(1:M,2:N,:) + Q(1:M,1:N-1,:).*Q(1:M,2:N,:);
du = Q(1:M-1,1:N,:).*I(2:M,1:N,:) - I(1:M-1,1:N,:).*Q(2:M,1:N,:);
dd = I(1:M-1,1:N,:).*I(2:M,1:N,:) + Q(1:M-1,1:N,:).*Q(2:M,1:N,:);
uu = sum(sum(uu));
ud = sum(sum(ud));
du = sum(sum(du));
dd = sum(sum(dd));
res(ax_i,:,fr_i) = c/2 * ts/Ts * atan(uu./ud) ...

./ ( 2*pi*fdem + atan(du./dd) );
end

end
end

Listing 2: Code in est_axvel_loupas.m: Loupas’ 2D Correlator.

A.3 Directional Filtering
% DIR_FILT directional filter
%
% dir_filt( slice, direction )
%
% slice: a 2D matrix with lateral and temporal dimensions, or a 3D matrix with
% axial, lateral, and temporal dimensions.
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% direction: 0 or 1 for removing upwards- or downwards-propagating waves.
%
%
% filtered_slice = dir_filt( slice, direction )
% Returns the original slice with waves propagating in one direction
% filtered away.

% input lat-frame slice or ax-lat-frame volume
function output = dir_filt( x, reverse_dir )

if nargin < 2, reverse_dir = 0; end
x = squeeze(x);
X = fft2( x );
if ndims(x) == 2

output = dir_filt_2D(x,reverse_dir);
elseif ndims(x) == 3

output = zeros(size(x));
for ax = 1:size(x,1)

output(ax,:,:) = dir_filt_2D(x(ax,:,:),reverse_dir);
end

else
warning(’invalid number of dimensions in dir_filt’);

end
end

function output = dir_filt_2D( x, reverse_dir )
x = squeeze(x);
X = fft2( x );
% filter
mask = ones(size(X));
mask(1:floor(size(X,1)/2),1:floor(size(X,2)/2)) = 0;
mask(ceil(size(X,1)/2)+1:end,ceil(size(X,2)/2)+1:end) = 0;
if reverse_dir

mask = flipud(mask);
end
Y = mask.*X;
y = ifft2( Y );
output = real(y);

end

Listing 3: Code in dir_filt.m: Directional Filtering.

A.4 Shear Wave Speed Estimation
% EST_LOCAL_SWV_INV Estimate the local shearwave velocity from
% particle velocity and returns its inverse
%
% iswv = est_local_swv_inv( vel )
% Given the local particle velocity matrix (the output from est_axvel_loupas),
% returns the estimated inverse local shearwave velocity (ISWV). for each
% pixel. The inverse, which is what is calculated, is returned because
% outliers might be close to zero.
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%
% iswv = est_local_swv( vel, ax );
% Given a scalar axial coordinate, returns the ISWV across that lateral slice.
%
% iswv = est_local_swv( vel, ax, lat );
% Given scalar axial and lateral coordinates, returns the ISWV in that
% point. Also plots some useful intermediate calculations.
%
% iswv = est_local_swv( vel, ax, lat, settings );
% iswv = est_local_swv( vel, ax, [], settings );
% iswv = est_local_swv( vel, [], [], settings );
% Adjusts estimation parameters:
% do_demean: whether to remove the mean from each time series (default:0)
% do_window: whether to Tukey window each time series (default:0)
% do_lowpass: whether to low-pass Butterworth filter each time series (defailt:0)
% dlat: lateral spacing; the two points to compare are spaced by 2*dlat (default:4)
% interp_f: interpolation factor for sub-sample cross-correlation
%

function swvel = est_local_swv_inv( vel, ax, lat, settings )

% Set defaults for missing parameters

if nargin < 2, ax = []; end
if nargin < 3, lat = []; end
if nargin < 4, settings = struct; end

if ~isfield(settings,’do_demean’), settings.do_demean = 0; end
if ~isfield(settings,’do_window’), settings.do_window = 0; end
if ~isfield(settings,’do_lowpass’), settings.do_lowpass = 0; end

if ~isfield(settings,’dlat’), settings.dlat = 4; end
if ~isfield(settings,’interp_f’), settings.interp_f = 5; end
if ~isfield(settings,’window_ratio’), settings.window_ratio = 0.5; end
if ~isfield(settings,’lowpass_order’), settings.lowpass_order = 3; end
if ~isfield(settings,’lowpass_cutoff’), settings.lowpass_cutoff = 0.7; end
if settings.do_lowpass % calculate the filter coefficients only once

[ settings.lowpass_B settings.lowpass_A ] = ...
butter( settings.lowpass_order, settings.lowpass_cutoff, ’low’ );

end

% Set dimensions of the axial velocity matrix to (frame, axial, lateral)

vel = permute( vel, [3 1 2] );

% Call est_local_swv_inv_0D for each specified pixel

if isempty(ax) && isempty(lat) % call for the entire map
swvel = repmat(NaN,size(vel,2),size(vel,3));
for ax = 1:size(vel,2)

for lat = 1+settings.dlat:size(vel,3)-settings.dlat
swvel(ax,lat) = est_local_swv_inv_0D(vel,ax,lat,0,settings);

end
end
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elseif isempty(lat) % call for one lateral slice
swvel = repmat(NaN,[size(vel,3) 1]);
for lat = 1+settings.dlat:size(vel,3)-settings.dlat

swvel(lat) = est_local_swv_inv_0D( vel, ax, lat, 0, settings );
end

else % call for a single point
swvel = est_local_swv_inv_0D( vel, ax, lat, 1, settings );

end
end

function swvel = est_local_swv_inv_0D( vel, ax, lat, show_plots, settings )

% Find max allowed lag between the frames
min_swv_px_per_fr = 0.3; % at Fs=10kHz, 6m/s, 0.308mm/px, the SWV=2px/fr
max_fr_between_peaks = (settings.dlat*2+1) / min_swv_px_per_fr;

% Process time series (axial disp as a function of frame number)
disp1 = vel(:,ax,lat-settings.dlat);
disp2 = vel(:,ax,lat+settings.dlat);
if settings.do_demean

disp1 = disp1 - mean(disp1);
disp2 = disp2 - mean(disp2);

end
if settings.do_lowpass

disp1 = filtfilt( settings.lowpass_B, settings.lowpass_A, disp1 );
disp2 = filtfilt( settings.lowpass_B, settings.lowpass_A, disp2 );

end
disp1p = interp_disp( disp1, settings.interp_f );
disp2p = interp_disp( disp2, settings.interp_f );
if settings.do_window

%tukeywin( numel(disp1p), settings.window_ratio )’
win = hann(numel(disp1p))’;
disp1p = disp1p .* win;
disp2p = disp2p .* win;

end

% Cross-correlate
max_delay = ceil(max_fr_between_peaks*settings.interp_f);
[ cc, lags ] = xcorr( disp1p, disp2p, max_delay, ’unbiased’ );
[ max_cc, max_cc_i] = max( cc );
swvel = lags(max_cc_i) / settings.interp_f;

% Plot debug data if desired

if show_plots
figure(2);
times = ([1:numel(disp1p);1:numel(disp1p)]-1)/settings.interp_f * 1e3 / 10e3;
plot(times’, [disp1p;disp2p]’*1e3);
set(gca,’YTick’,[0])
xlabel( ’time / ms’ );
ylabel( ’axial displacement’ );
title( ’Time-dependent axial velocity at two fixed points.’ );

figure(3)
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plot(lags/settings.interp_f*1e3/10e3,cc, ’k’);
title( ’Cross-correlation’ );
ylabel( ’’ );
xlabel( ’delay / ms’ );

end

% Return result

global SWE;
swvel = swvel * 1e3/SWE.imaging_PRF ./ (2*settings.dlat*0.308);

end

% Interpolation function (for quick changing of interpolation method)
function disp_p = interp_disp( disp, interp_f )

%disp_p = interp1( disp, 1:1/interp_f:numel(disp), ’linear’ );
%disp_p = interp1( disp, 1:1/interp_f:numel(disp), ’spline’ );
disp_p = interp1( disp, 1:1/interp_f:numel(disp), ’cubic’ );
%disp_p = interpft( disp, numel(disp)*interp_f );

end

Listing 4: Code in est_local_swv_inv.m: Shear Wave Speed Estima-
tion.



Appendix B

Verasonics Set-Up Script

% SetUpL7_4SWE.m
% Generates L7-4SWE.mat
% Uses focused/unfocused/U-CUSE/line-push to generate shear waves.
% Shear wave propagation is imaged through plane-wave angle compounding.
% Adapted from supplied examples by Verasonics.

clear all

%%% Imaging parameters

global SWE;
SWE = struct;
SWE.imaging_PRF = 10000; % 10 KHz => 100 us delay
SWE.pre_push_imaging_time = 1e-3; % s
SWE.post_push_imaging_time = 10e-3; % s
SWE.num_angles = 3; % for angle compounding; set to 1 for plane waves only

%%% Push parameters
% Uncomment the relevant pushing sequence.

% Supersonic (SSI)
%{
SWE.method = ’SSI’;
SWE.pushing_PRF = 5000; % Hz
SWE.mach = sqrt(2); % 45 degrees
SWE.num_pushes = 7;
SWE.push_start = [0 50]; % (x,y) in wavelengths; pushing in positive y dir
SWE.swave_speed = 4; % m/s
%}
% Unfocused beam
%
SWE.method = ’unfocused’;
SWE.segment_size = 12; % Number of elements used for beam (8/12/16 in Zhao)
SWE.center_element = 64.5; % center of transducer
%}
% Unfocused comb (U-CUSE)
%{
SWE.method = ’UCUSE’;
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SWE.num_teeth = 4; % number of parallel pushes (5 in Song)
SWE.tooth_width = 12; % number of elements participating per push (12 in Song)
%}

%%% Calculate some sequence parameters

SWE.propagation_imaging_pulses=ceil(SWE.post_push_imaging_time*SWE.imaging_PRF);
SWE.initial_imaging_pulses=ceil(SWE.pre_push_imaging_time*SWE.imaging_PRF);
if ( strcmp( SWE.method, ’SSI’ ) )

SWE.push_length = 100e-6; % a push takes approx. 100 us
% estimate the number of imaging pulses that fit between two push pulses
SWE.imaging_pulses_per_push = floor( ( 1/SWE.pushing_PRF - SWE.push_length - 50e-6 ) ...

/ (1/SWE.imaging_PRF) ); % 50us margin
% estimate the number of imaging pulses that follow the final pulse
SWE.num_images = 1 + SWE.imaging_pulses_per_push * (SWE.num_pushes-1) + ...

SWE.propagation_imaging_pulses + SWE.initial_imaging_pulses;
fprintf( ’%d pushes and %d B-mode acquisitions (%d per push and %d following)\n’, ...

SWE.num_pushes, SWE.num_images, SWE.imaging_pulses_per_push, SWE.propagation_imaging_pulses );
elseif ( strcmp( SWE.method, ’unfocused’ ) )

SWE.num_images = 1 + SWE.propagation_imaging_pulses + SWE.initial_imaging_pulses;
elseif ( strcmp( SWE.method, ’UCUSE’ ) )

SWE.num_images = 1 + SWE.propagation_imaging_pulses + SWE.initial_imaging_pulses;
end

%%% Define system parameters

Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 128; % number of transmit channels.
Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 128; % number of receive channels.
Resource.Parameters.connector = 1;
Resource.Parameters.fakeScanhead = 0;
Resource.Parameters.speedOfSound = 1540; % set speed of sound in m/s before calling computeTrans
Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0;

%%% Specify transducer

Trans.name = ’L7-4’;
Trans.frequency = 5.0;
Trans = computeTrans(Trans); % L7-4 has been described by Verasonics, so computeTrans can be used.
Trans.maxHighVoltage = 90; % set maximum high voltage limit for pulser supply.

%%% Specify scan format, used by the built-in RF-to-pixel-data reconstruction

SFormat.transducer = ’L7-4’;
SFormat.scanFormat = ’RLIN’; % rectangular linear array scan
SFormat.radius = 0; % n/a
SFormat.theta = 0;
SFormat.numRays = 1; % single ray for flat scan
SFormat.FirstRayLoc = [0,0,0]; % x,y,z
SFormat.rayDelta = 128*Trans.spacing; % spacing in radians(sector) or dist. between rays (wvlnghts)
SFormat.startDepth = 0; % Acquisition depth in wavelengths
SFormat.endDepth = 128; % 128 WL => 3.9 cm;

% back-trip and non-straight paths are accounted for in Receive
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%%% Specify pixel data

PData.sFormat = 1; % use first (and only) SFormat structure.
PData.pdeltaX = Trans.spacing;
PData.pdeltaZ = 0.5;
PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ);
PData.Size(2) = ceil((Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX);
PData.Size(3) = 1; % single image page
PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(Trans.numelements-1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % upper left corner

%%% Specify Media object (only used in simulation mode)
Media.MP(1,:) = [-10,0,100,1.0];
Media.MP(2,:) = [+10,0,100,1.0];
Media.MP(3,:) = [+50,0,100,1.0];

%%% Specify Resources

% Receive buffer stores RF data
Resource.RcvBuffer(1).datatype = ’int16’;
% 8192 smp with fs=4fc => max depth of 1024 WL = 31 cm at 5MHz
% 2048 smp with fs=4fc => max depth of 256 WL = 7.9 cm at 5MHz

Resource.RcvBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = 2048 * SWE.num_images;
Resource.RcvBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; % one element ~ one column
Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames = 1;
% Intermediate buffer stores IQ data
Resource.InterBuffer(1).datatype = ’complex’;
Resource.InterBuffer(1).numFrames = 1;
Resource.InterBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = PData.Size(1);
Resource.InterBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2);
Resource.InterBuffer(1).pagesPerFrame = SWE.num_images; % one page per B-mode acquisition
% Image buffer stores intensity data of the last image
Resource.ImageBuffer(1).datatype = ’double’;
Resource.ImageBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = PData.Size(1);
Resource.ImageBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2);
Resource.ImageBuffer(1).numFrames = 1;
% Create a display window (which is not going to be used)
Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Title = ’SWE’;
Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta = 0.3;
ScrnSize = get(0,’ScreenSize’);
DwWidth = ceil(PData.Size(2)*PData.pdeltaX/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);
DwHeight = ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);
Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position = [250,(ScrnSize(4)-(DwHeight+150))/2, ...

DwWidth, DwHeight];
Resource.DisplayWindow(1).ReferencePt = [PData.Origin(1),PData.Origin(3)];
Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Colormap = gray(256);

%%% Specify Transmit waveform structures

% B-mode waveform
TW(1).type = ’parametric’;
TW(1).Parameters = [18 17 2 1]; % 5 MHz, one period
TW(1).extendBL = 0;
% Push waveform
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if strcmp( SWE.method, ’SSI’ )
TW(2).type = ’parametric’;
TW(2).Parameters(1) = 18; % A: 18 => 5 MHz => 0.2 us / wavelength

TW(2).Parameters(2) = 9; % B: 9 => 50% duty cycle
TW(2).Parameters(3) = 15; % C: 15 => 960 half-cycles = 96 us (with extended BL)
TW(2).Parameters(4) = 1; % D: 1 => positive polarity
TW(2).extendBL = 1;
% 0.2 us / wavelength => 0.1 us / half wavelength
% C = 1 with extended BL => 6.4 us

elseif strcmp( SWE.method, ’unfocused’ )
TW(2).type = ’parametric’;
TW(2).Parameters = [18 9 31 1]; % 5 MHz, 198 us
% Zhao et al. used 2976 full cycles, i.e. 31*64/2*3 cycles or three max-duration bursts
TW(2).extendBL = 1;

elseif strcmp( SWE.method, ’UCUSE’ )
TW(2).type = ’parametric’;
TW(2).Parameters = [18 9 31 1]; % 5 MHz, 198 us (x3)
TW(2).extendBL = 1;

end

%%% Specify Transmit structures

% evenly spaced angles between -8 and 8 degrees for plane wave imaging
if SWE.num_angles == 1

SWE.angles = [0];
else

SWE.angles = linspace( -8, 8, SWE.num_angles );
end

for i = 1:SWE.num_angles
TX(i).waveform = 1;
TX(i).Origin = [0 0 0];
TX(i).focus = 0; % plane-wave image
TX(i).Steer = [SWE.angles(i)*pi/180,0.0];
TX(i).Apod = ones(1,Trans.numelements);
TX(i).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(i));

end
first_SWE_index_TX = SWE.num_angles + 1;
if strcmp( SWE.method, ’SSI’ )

% Define transmit structures for the pushing sequences
focus_x = SWE.push_start(1);
focus_y = SWE.push_start(2);
swave_distance_per_push = ( SWE.swave_speed / SWE.pushing_PRF );
focus_increment_m = SWE.mach * swave_distance_per_push;
focus_increment_WL = focus_increment_m / ...

( Resource.Parameters.speedOfSound / (Trans.frequency*1e6) );
for i = (1:SWE.num_pushes) + first_SWE_index_TX-1

TX(i).waveform = 2; % use 1st TW structure.
TX(i).Origin = [focus_x 0 0];
TX(i).focus = focus_y;
% All elements can’t transmit simultaneously in burst mode,
% as the gate driver supply load current is limited to 7.5 A.
num_firing_elements = 118;
TX(i).Apod = [ zeros(1,(Trans.numelements-num_firing_elements)/2) ...
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hamming(num_firing_elements)’ ...
zeros(1,(Trans.numelements-num_firing_elements)/2) ];

TX(i).Steer = [0 0];
TX(i).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(i));
fprintf( ’push #%d at (%.2f, %.2f) wl\n’, i-first_SWE_index_TX+1, focus_x, focus_y );
focus_y = focus_y + focus_increment_WL;

end
elseif strcmp( SWE.method, ’unfocused’ )

TX(first_SWE_index_TX).waveform = 2;
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).Delay = zeros(1,Trans.numelements); % no focus
segm_start = round( SWE.center_element - (SWE.segment_size-1)/2 );
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).Apod = zeros(1,Trans.numelements);
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).Apod(segm_start:segm_start+SWE.segment_size-1) = ones(1,SWE.segment_size);

elseif strcmp( SWE.method, ’UCUSE’ )
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).waveform = 2;
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).Delay = zeros(1,Trans.numelements); % no focus
% tooth position calculation
num_gap_elements = Trans.numelements - SWE.num_teeth * SWE.tooth_width;
gap_width = floor( num_gap_elements / ( SWE.num_teeth - 1 ) );
num_elements_leftover = Trans.numelements - SWE.num_teeth*SWE.tooth_width ...

- (SWE.num_teeth-1)*gap_width;
first_tooth_start = 1 + floor( num_elements_leftover / 2 ); % center the teeth
apod = zeros(1,Trans.numelements);
for i = 1:SWE.num_teeth

ith_tooth_start = first_tooth_start + ( SWE.tooth_width+gap_width ) * (i-1);
fprintf( ’tooth #%d at %d-%d\n’, i, ith_tooth_start, ith_tooth_start+SWE.tooth_width-1 );
apod( ith_tooth_start : ith_tooth_start+SWE.tooth_width-1 ) = ones(1,SWE.tooth_width);

end
TX(first_SWE_index_TX).Apod = apod;

end
% Specify Time Gain Control waveform structure
TGC(1).CntrlPts = [500,590,650,710,770,830,890,950];
TGC(1).rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;
TGC(1).Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);

%%% Specify Transmit Power Controller structures

TPC(1).name = ’B-mode’;
TPC(1).maxHighVoltage = 50;
TPC(1).highVoltageLimit = 40;
TPC(1).xmitDuration = 10; % 20 us limit
TPC(5).name = ’Push’;
TPC(5).maxHighVoltage = 90;
TPC(5).highVoltageLimit = 90;
TPC(5).xmitDuration = 200; % 150 us limit

%%% Specify Receive/Acquisition structures

maxAcqLength = sqrt(SFormat.endDepth^2 + (Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)^2) - SFormat.startDepth;
wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 4 samplesPerWave
Receive = repmat(struct(’Apod’, ones(Trans.numelements,1)’, ...

’startDepth’, SFormat.startDepth, ...
... % endDepth accounts for non-perpendicular wave paths
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’endDepth’, SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ...
’TGC’, 1, ...
’bufnum’, 1, ...
’framenum’, 1, ...
’acqNum’, 1, ...
’samplesPerWave’, 4, ...
’mode’, 0, ... % replace old data (instead of adding)
... % InputFilter describes a broad-bandwidth bandpass filter
’InputFilter’,[0.0036,0.0127,0.0066,-0.0881,-0.2595,0.6494], ...
’callMediaFunc’, 1), ...

1, SWE.num_images );
% - Set event specific Receive attributes
for i = 1:SWE.num_images

Receive(i).framenum = 1;
Receive(i).acqNum = i;

end

%%% Specify Reconstruction structure

Recon = struct(’senscutoff’, 0.6, ... % element ignored if angle results >4.44 dB signal loss
’pdatanum’, 1, ...
’rcvBufFrame’, 1, ... % input: first (and only) Receive buffer frame
’IntBufDest’, [1,1], ... % output: first (and only) intermediate buffer, frame 1
’ImgBufDest’, [1,1], ... % output: first (and only) image buffer, frame 1
’RINums’, (1:SWE.num_images)’...%all ReconInfo structures (one per page/image)

);
ReconInfo = repmat(struct( ’mode’, 3, ... reconstruct and replace IQ data

’txnum’, 1 ... from the B-mode transmissions
), 1, SWE.num_images );

for i = 1:SWE.num_images
ReconInfo(i).rcvnum = i;
ReconInfo(i).pagenum = i;
ReconInfo(i).txnum = mod(i-1,SWE.num_angles)+1;

end
ReconInfo(1).mode = 0;

%%% Specify Process structure

% Find local shear wave velocity
Process(1).classname = ’External’;
Process(1).method = ’process_swe’;
Process(1).Parameters = { ’srcbuffer’,’inter’,...

’srcbufnum’,1,...
’srcframenum’,1,...
’srcpagenum’,0,... % all pages
’dstbuffer’,’none’,...

};

%%% Specify Sequence Control structures

% command to loop back to the first event
SeqControl(1).command = ’jump’; % jump back to start (skipping the TPC initialisation)
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SeqControl(1).argument = 2;
SeqControl(1).condition = ’exitAfterJump’;
% command to return control to Matlab momentarily, for GUI responses
SeqControl(2).command = ’returnToMatlab’;
% command to initiate the high-power profile
SeqControl(3).command = ’setTPCProfile’;
SeqControl(3).argument = 5;
SeqControl(3).condition = ’immediate’;
% command to wait for high voltage to stabilise
SeqControl(4).command = ’noop’;
SeqControl(4).argument = 5e3*5; % wait for 5ms: arg * 200ns
% command to sync software sequencer with hardware sequencer
SeqControl(5).command = ’sync’;
% command to wait between B-mode imaging sequences
SeqControl(6).command = ’timeToNextAcq’;
SeqControl(6).argument = 1/SWE.imaging_PRF * 1e6;
% command to wait between initial B-mode and first push
% wait for 1/SWE.imaging_PRF seconds; actual delay slightly longer
SeqControl(7).command = ’noop’;
SeqControl(7).argument = 1/SWE.imaging_PRF * 5e6;

% command to wait between push sequences, for SSI
SeqControl(8).command = ’timeToNextEB’;
if isfield( SWE, ’pushing_PRF’ )

SeqControl(8).argument = 1/SWE.pushing_PRF * 1e6;
else

SeqControl(8).argument = 1 * 1e6; % in this case, seqcntrl 8 is never used
end
% command to wait between a push and a B-mode acquisition, for SSI
SeqControl(9).command = ’timeToNextAcq’;
SeqControl(9).argument = 100 + 20;

% command to wait between B-mode images/compounds outside of SWE
SeqControl(10).command = ’timeToNextAcq’;
SeqControl(10).argument = 1/100 * 1e6; % 1/100 s

nsc = 11; % next sequence control, since each transferToHost requires distinct SeqControl structures

%%% Specify events (transmission/acquisition/reconstruction/processing)

n = 1; % Event count

Event(n).info = ’Set TPC profile’;
Event(n).tx = 0;
Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
Event(n).seqControl = [3,4]; % set TPC profile to high-power option
n = n + 1;

Event(n).info = ’Sync’;
Event(n).tx = 0;
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Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
Event(n).seqControl = 5; % sync
n = n + 1;

%%% Initial imaging pulses

for i = 1:SWE.initial_imaging_pulses
Event(n).info = ’Initial B-mode acquisition’;
Event(n).tx = mod(i-1,SWE.num_angles)+1; % 1 is the B-mode TX structure
Event(n).rcv = i; % receive to frame i
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
if i == SWE.initial_imaging_pulses

Event(n).seqControl = 7; % long timer between B-mode and push
else

Event(n).seqControl = 6; % short timer between B-modes
end
n = n + 1;

end

%%% Method-specific events

if strcmp( SWE.method, ’SSI’ )

% calculate the indices of bursts and B-mode
push_event_ix = 1 + ((1:SWE.num_pushes)-1) * (SWE.imaging_pulses_per_push+1);

% Pushes and acquisition

b_mode_i = 1; % keep count of how many B-mode scans have been conducted
burst_i = 1;
for event_i = 1:(SWE.num_pushes+SWE.num_images-SWE.initial_imaging_pulses)

if ismember( event_i, push_event_ix )
% This event is a push
Event(n).info = ’Push’;
Event(n).tx = first_SWE_index_TX + burst_i - 1;
Event(n).rcv = 0; % no acquisition
Event(n).recon = 0; % no reconstruction
Event(n).process = 0; % no processing
if burst_i == SWE.num_pushes

Event(n).seqControl = [9]; % set only B-mode timer for the last push
else

Event(n).seqControl = [9,8]; % set timer for next extended burst and B-mode
end
% the last B-mode before a push should not start a timer
if burst_i > 1, Event(n-1).seqControl = 0; end
burst_i = burst_i + 1;

else
% This event is a B-mode acquisition
Event(n).info = ’B-mode acquisition’;
Event(n).tx = mod(SWE.initial_imaging_pulses+b_mode_i-1,SWE.num_angles)+1;
Event(n).rcv = SWE.initial_imaging_pulses+b_mode_i; % receive to frame i
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Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
if b_mode_i == SWE.num_images

Event(n).seqControl = 0; % last image: set no timer
else

Event(n).seqControl = 6; % mid-sequence image: set imaging timer
end
b_mode_i = b_mode_i + 1;

end
n = n + 1;

end
elseif strcmp( SWE.method, ’unfocused’ ) | strcmp( SWE.method, ’UCUSE’ )

% The push
for i = 1:1

Event(n).info = ’Push’;
Event(n).tx = first_SWE_index_TX; % Unfocused push
Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
Event(n).seqControl = 0;
n = n + 1;

end
% Following B-mode acquisitions
for i = SWE.initial_imaging_pulses+1:SWE.num_images

Event(n).info = ’Initial B-mode acquisition’;
Event(n).tx = mod(i-1,SWE.num_angles)+1;
Event(n).rcv = i; % receive to frame i
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
if i == SWE.num_images

Event(n).seqControl = 0; % no timer for the last image
else

Event(n).seqControl = 6; % set timer for next B-mode
end
n = n + 1;

end
end

%%% Events common between imaging modes

% Transfer
Event(n).info = ’Transfer frame to host’;
Event(n).tx = 0;
Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 0;
Event(n).seqControl = nsc;
n = n + 1;

SeqControl(nsc).command = ’transferToHost’;
nsc = nsc + 1;

% Reconstruction

Event(n).info = ’B-mode reconstruction’;
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Event(n).tx = 0;
Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 1; % Reconstruct image 1
Event(n).process = 0;
Event(n).seqControl = 2;
n = n + 1;

Event(n).info = ’Shear wave velocity map’;
Event(n).tx = 0;
Event(n).rcv = 0;
Event(n).recon = 0;
Event(n).process = 1; % run process_swe.m
Event(n).seqControl = 0;
n = n + 1;

% Loop back
Event(n).info = ’Loop back’;
Event(n).tx = 0; % no transmit
Event(n).rcv = 0; % no receiving
Event(n).recon = 0; % no reconstruction
Event(n).process = 0; % no processing
Event(n).seqControl = 1;
n = n + 1;

%%% User interface

% Sensory cutoff

sensx = 170;
sensy = 420;
UI(1).Control = {’Style’,’text’,...

’String’,’Sens. Cutoff’,...
’Position’,[sensx+10,sensy,100,20],... % position on UI
’FontName’,’Arial’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,12,...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.8,0.8,0.8]};

UI(2).Control = {’Style’,’slider’,...
’Position’,[sensx,sensy-30,120,30],...
’Max’,1.0,’Min’,0,’Value’,Recon(1).senscutoff,...
’SliderStep’,[0.025 0.1],...
’Tag’,’sensSlider’,...
’Callback’,{@sensCutoffCallback}};

UI(2).Callback = {’sensCutoffCallback.m’,...
’function sensCutoffCallback(hObject,eventdata)’,...
’ ’,...
’sens = get(hObject,’’Value’’);’,...
’ReconL = evalin(’’base’’, ’’Recon’’);’,...
’for i = 1:size(ReconL,2)’,...
’ ReconL(i).senscutoff = sens;’,...
’end’,...
’assignin(’’base’’,’’Recon’’,ReconL);’,...
’% Set Control.Command to re-initialize Recon structure.’,...
’Control = evalin(’’base’’,’’Control’’);’,...
’Control.Command = ’’update&Run’’;’,...
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’Control.Parameters = {’’Recon’’};’,...
’assignin(’’base’’,’’Control’’, Control);’,...
’% Set the new cutoff value in the text field.’,...
’h = findobj(’’tag’’,’’sensCutoffValue’’);’,...
’set(h,’’String’’,num2str(sens,’’%1.3f’’));’,...
’return’};

UI(3).Control = {’Style’,’edit’,’String’,num2str(Recon(1).senscutoff,’%1.3f’), ... % text
’Position’,[sensx+20,sensy-40,60,22], ... % position on UI
’tag’,’sensCutoffValue’, ...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.9,0.9,0.9],...
’Callback’,{@sensCutOffValueCallback}};

UI(3).Callback = {’sensCutOffValueCallback.m’,...
’function sensCutOffValueCallback(hObject,eventdata)’,...
’ ’,...
’sens = str2num(get(hObject,’’String’’));’,...
’ReconL = evalin(’’base’’, ’’Recon’’);’,...
’for i = 1:size(ReconL,2)’,...
’ ReconL(i).senscutoff = sens;’,...
’end’,...
’assignin(’’base’’,’’Recon’’,ReconL);’,...
’% Set Control.Command to re-initialize Recon structure.’,...
’Control = evalin(’’base’’,’’Control’’);’,...
’Control.Command = ’’update&Run’’;’,...
’Control.Parameters = {’’Recon’’};’,...
’assignin(’’base’’,’’Control’’, Control);’,...
’% Set the new cutoff value for the slider’,...
’set(findobj(’’Tag’’,’’sensSlider’’),’’Value’’,sens);’,...
’return’};

% - Range Change
rngx = 20;
rngy = 125;
UI(4).Control = {’Style’,’text’,’String’,’Range’,...

’Position’,[rngx+10,rngy,80,20],...
’FontName’,’Arial’,’FontWeight’,’bold’,’FontSize’,12,...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.8,0.8,0.8]};

UI(5).Control = {’Style’,’edit’,’String’,num2str(SFormat.endDepth,’%3.0f’), ...
’Position’,[rngx+20,rngy-40,60,22], ...
’tag’,’rangeValue’, ...
’BackgroundColor’,[0.9,0.9,0.9]};

clear i j n sensx sensy rngx rngy

% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate.
frameRateFactor = 5;

% Save all the structures to a .mat file.
save(’L7-4SWE’);

Listing 5: Code in setup/SetUpL7-4SWE.m: the Verasonics sequence
set-up script.


